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Introduction. 0.1. Let G be a complex linear algebraic group, and
V (4= 0) a complex vector space on which G acts via a rational representa-
tion. Let Vv

denote the dual space of V, on which G acts naturally.
0.2. If V has an open G-orbit, then (G, V) is called a prehomogeneous

vector space. A prehomogeneous vector space (G, V) is called regular if there
exists a (non-zero) relatively invariant polynomial function f(a) f(al,’’ ",

a n on V such that

(0.3) det ( log f) O.Ox,Ox,
Let (G, V) be a regular prehomogeneous vector space, and take f so

that (0.3) holds. Then the following assertions hold [5, {}2].
(0.4) (G, Vv) is also prehomogeneous.
(Moreover (G, VV). is regular.)
(0.5) Let O (resp. Ov) be the open G-orbit in V (resp. l/v). Then O - Ov.
(0.6) Let V\O= (U=IS) U (U=IT) (resp. Vv\Ov ,, v

V(Uy=t T )) be the irreducible decomposition, where the codimension of S
and Sv (resp. T and Tv) are one (resp. greater than one). Then l’.

Continue to assume (G, V) regular and prehomogeneous. Bearing (0.5)
in mind, H. Yoshida posed the following problem.

Problem 1. V\ O -- vV\oV?
Bearing (0.6) in mind, let us also consider the following problem.

Problem 2. For any integer c > 1, card {j codlin T c}- card
{j[ codim Tv c)?

We shall settle Problem 1 negatively in {}1, and Problem 2 affirmatively
in {}2.

Convention. If no explanation is given, a lowercase letter should be
understood as an element of the set denoted by the same uppercase letter.
We define the Bruhat order of a Coxeter group so that the identity element
is minimal. We denote the complex number field by C, and the rational inte-

ger ring by Z.
1. 1.1. The following argument will be used. Let Z be a complex alge-

braic variety. We may assume that Z is defined over a field which is finitely
generated over the rational number field. Then we can consider its spe-
cialization at enough-general primes. Especially we obtain a variety over a

finite field whenever the characteristic p and the cardinality q of the field
are large enough. Let Zl Zl(q) be the cardinality of the rational points
of the variety obtained above. We understand that[Z[ is a function of q,
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and defined if p and q are large enough. We write Z[- Z’ etc., if equal-
ity holds for large p and q. If Z’ Z’, then ]Z] ]Z’ ].

1.2. Now we take up again the prehomogeneous vector space studied in

[2]. Let V- V v Mn be the totality of n x n-matrices. Define the GL,, x
--1 V

GLn-action on V (resp. V v) by (gl, g2) "y gvg (resp. (g, g) "v
v -l)gv g for gi GLn. We consider (GLn x GLn, V) as the dual of

(GL. x GL., V) by the pairing (vv, v) trace(vVv). Let Wbe the totality
of permutation matrices in GLn, which we identify with the symmetric group.
Let s be the transposition (i, + 1) and S {s,... ,s_}. For I S, let

W be the subgroup of W generated by I, w the longest element of W, and
I"’= wslws. (The pair (W, S) is a Coxeter system. For its generality, we
refer to [1, Chapter 4].) Put PI BWIB (the standard parabolic subgroup of
type . For x (x) M., put A(x) -det(x._+,)g,g. Then f(0)

BwssB, where the (Zariski) closure is taken in M.
1.3. Let us consider the prehomogeneous vector space (Pr x Py, V)

and its dual (P, x Py, VV), which are regular since fn satisfies (0.3). Let O
(resp. O v) be the open orbit in V (resp. VV). Then 0 Pi,wsPy
BwsWWyB and 0v BWyWIWsB (cf. [1, no.2.1, Lemma 1]). Let X be the
set of minimal elements of W WWy with respect to the Bruhat order. Then
the irreducible components of V O (resp. VV 0 are {f (0), BwsxB
(x X)} (resp.{f(0), Bx-lwsB (x X)}).

Lemma 1.4. f(0) ft- (0) unless k I.
Proof Use (1.1), noting [M.I- If  <o) IM  f l(o)

=o (q q).
Example 1.5. Let I J- S {s}. Then X {s}, and hence BwssB

f(0) (resp. BswsB Bwss._B fnl(o)) and f(0) are the irre-
ducible components of V O (resp. VV Or). Hence V 0 VV Ov

unless
k=n-k.

Example 1.6. Let n= 4, I-- {sz} and J- {s}. Then X= {sa, ssz},
and hence V 0 (resp. VV Ov) has two irreducible components {f-l(0),
f (0) } (resp. {f (0), f (0) } of condimension one, and one component
C" BwsssB- {(xy) lx41 x42 0} (resp. C" BwsssaB { (x)

14 CV[rank (x5 < 2} of condimension two Since c I: q and I--X lX42X43
16 ql0q (qa--1)(qa- q), C Cv. Thus the higher codimensional part of
V O and V Ov

can also become non-isomorphic.
Remark 1.7 (cf. [4, 4, Remark 26] and [2]). The following conditions

are equivalent.
(1) O is an affine variety.
(2) GL. 0 is a hypersurface of GL..
() WwW,W sx(w wI w ws).
(4) W,W W sX,(w WI w ws).
(5) W,W W,.
(6) Let {Ia}a (resp. {J,},) be the connected components of the Dynkin

diagram (-- the Coxeter diagram) of I (resp. J). If the Dynkin diagram of

Ia U J is connected, then Ia J, or Ia D J,.
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Proof Since {w W\ wsWIW] l(w) l(ws) 1} {wss s S\ I
[.J ]}, we get (2) <:=> (3). Let us prove (5) (6). Assume that Ia \] #: , ] \
Ia , and the Dynkin diagram of Ia LJ ] is connected. Then we may
assume that the Dynkin diagram of I U ] {sk,.’.,st} is skis,+ sl,

sg e ],\ Ia, and s Ia \],. Using [1, no. 1.5, Lemma 4], we can show that
w’--- ssg+’’’ s is the unique reduced expression of w. Hence w WIW],
although w Wul. Thus we get the implication. The remainder is obvious
or explained in [2].

2. Here we give an affirmative answer to Problem 2. (See (2.2).) All
that is necessary in our argument is the isomorphism O Ov

as abstract
varieties. Therefore the answer remains affirmative even if ’regular’ is re-
placed with ’quasi-regular’ [5].

2.1. Let V and Vv
be complex vector spaces of dimension n, O c V

(resp. Ov c Vv) a Zariski open set, {$1,’’’, St} (resp. {S,’’’, S,}) the
irreducible components of V\ O (resp. Vv\ Ov) of codimension one, and
{T,’’’, T,n} (resp. {TV, "’’, TmV,}) those of codimension greater than one.
Put .Q V\ U S and .Qv V\ U Sv. Let f 0 (resp. fv O) be a defin-
ing equation of S (resp. sV). Let (f,’’’, f} be the multiplicative group
generated by { f," ", }. Define (fv,..., ft,v) similarly.

Proposition 2.2. If 0 0’, then this isomorphism extends to 12
which induces a bijection {T,’’’, Tm} --+ {T,’’’, T,} and an isomorphism
( f,’’’, f} -- ( f,’", fj}. Especially l l" and card{j codim T c}
card{jlcodim T c} for any c > 1.

Proof The isomorphism O oV induces /" (O, gY) /(or, ), where
denotes the sheaf of regular functions on the respective variety. Since

/2\ O (resp..Qv\ Ov) is of codimension greater than one in
F (O, ) =/(, ) (resp. F (or, ) F (/2v, )). Hence the isomorphism
O Ov

extends to Q .Qv. Note that the irreducible components of /2\ O
T "" U T \ S U t3 S are naturally in one to one correspondence

with {T,’", T,}, and similar for .Qv\ Ov. Hence the isomorphism
/2v \ oV induces a bijection {T1,’’ ", Tm} --+ {T,’’ ", TYro.}. Using the long
exact sequence of Z-cohomologies with compact support

[_l.2n-2 [42n-2 2n-10 --c (Y)---* (S U... LJ St) --* H:--c (D) ---* H; (V) O,
we get the natural isomorphism (f,"" ", ft) n:n-x(c2), and similarly
(fv,..., ft,v) Hn-(.f2v). Thus $2 12 v induces the desired isomor-
phism. (Note that our argument works also in the positive characteristic case
if Hc* is understood as an l-adic 6tale cohomology.)

Remark 2.3. In the above proposition, it is enough to assume the exis-
tence of a homeomorphism 99 .(2---* Dv

such that p(O) Ov. (Assume that
an analytic space Z is locally Etfclidean at z Z. Then the germ of analytic
space (Z, z), is of pure cohomological dimension, and hence the number of
local irreducible components at z is rank (lim H.tc’(U)) 1, where U runs
over the open neighbourhoods of z. Hence the irreducible components of Z
are the closures of the connected components of the locus where Z is locally
Euclidean. Thus irreducible components are characterized topologically, and
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hence we get the bijection {T1," ", Tm} --+ {TV, T,uV,}.)
In the case where m m’ O, it is enough to assume the existence of a

continuous mapping 0--+ 0v
inducing a quasi-isomorphism RFc(O, Z)--,

RFc(Ov, Z). Cf. (2.5) below.
Remark 2.4. Assume the reductivity of G instead of the regularity of

(G, V). As the argument of [4, p.71] shows, (0.4)-(0.6) remain valid, and the
answer to both problems is affirmative.

If we do not assume the regularity nor the reductivity, then the follow-
ing example settle everything negatively. Let G and V(i 1, 2) be as in
(0.1), and H Homc(V1, Vv) (additive group). Define the semi-direct pro-
duct G :-- (G1 x G,.) x H so that (gl, g.)h(g, g,)- ghg-(1, and define its
action on V "= V1 V by (gl, g,) (vl, v) (girl, g,v) and h" (vl, v)
(v1, h(v1) +v). Then we can show that (G, V) (resp. (G, vv))is pre-
homogeneous if and only if (G, V) (resp. (Ga, Va))is prehomogeneous. Assume
the prehomogeneity of both (G, V). Let O be the respective open orbit. Then the
open orbit of (G, V) (resp. (G, vV))is 01 Vv

(resp. V1
v x 02).

Example 2.5. Let V1- Ma(-- Ca(C and V be the third symmetric
tensor Sa(Ca) of Ca. Then G1 Ga GLa acts on V1 by the left multiplica-
tion and on Va naturally. From these two prehomogeneous vector spaces (Gi,

Vi)(i 1,2), we can construct prehomogeneous vector spaces (G, V) and
(G, Vv) as in (2.4), whose open orbits are O :-’01 V and Ov :-- V1

v x
Oz. Fix a point o Oz. Then the morphism O GL g goa Oa and
any linear isomorphism Vv

-+ V1
v

induce a morphism O-- Ov
which in-

duces a quasi-isomorphism RI-’c(O, Z)-- RI’c(Ov, Z).
Remark 2.6. Assume the existence of an isomorphism between the open

orbits of two prehomogeneous vector spaces, say (Gi, Vi)(i 1,2), as ab-
stract varieties. The author does not know whether this assumption implies
the existence of a linear isomorphism between (V, Qi)’s, where ,Qi’s are de-
fined as in (2.1) using the open orbits O c Vi.

Remark 2.7. In [3], prehomogeneous vector spaces with non-reductive
groups play an important role. Most of them are not regular.
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